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Born to celebrate the 20th year of partnership between Pablo and
Gil Cagnè, this exclusive line of concealers reflects tradition, but
with a look to the future. Starting from Gil’s tradition, we have renewed
the texture of these concealers completely, making them fluid and
above all rich in functional principles specific to each different skin
type and blemish to treat. Three fantastic formulas in an elegant
and functional dispenser that makes application easy.

Featuring waterproof functional and protective active ingredients for
excellent coverage and adherence, while yielding a pleasant no-‐weight 
feel, the Functional Concealers are truly strobing-‐effect cosmetics that
can brighten up, hydrate and give your skin a natural look.

BALDAN GROUP
presents

FunctionalConcealer
TOMORROW’S CONCEALER

FUNCTIONAL CONCEALER
in the new futuristic case boxes

GC391 APRICOT 
WITH BOLDO EXTRACT 
In Apricot colour for dark and 
Mediterranean skin It neutralizes 
deep, bluish dark circles and brown 
spots. Enriched with Diacetyl Boldine, 
it brightens and uniforms your skin 
complexion.

GC392 HONEY 
WITH POMEGRANATE 
EXTRACT
Honey concealer suitable for women 
with medium complexion, fi ghts grey skin 
and small bluish capillaries. Enriched 
with pomegranate extract, known for its 
antioxidant properties.

GC390 VANILLA
WITH HYALURONIC ACID
Vanilla colour concealer, suitable for light, Nordic skin, 
to eliminate violet shadows under your eyes. Enriched 
with Hyaluronic acid, it hydrates and nourishes deeply, 
ensuring elasticity to your eye contour skin.

Quick-drying fluid coveringandhydratingconcealers,
with soft and silky texture and feel, easy to apply and blend, thanks to their 
practical and elegant dispenser.

Baldan Group and Pablo
created a product that projects history

to the future, a story made
of tradition and love for make-‐up.

“Functional concealer”,
welcome to the future.

created a product that projects history

make-‐up.


